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Virtua l Musica l Instruments - Background Informat ion 
What is a virtual musical instrument? It is a simulated instrument played on a computer. 
These virtual instruments, or instrument simulation software programs/apps on 
computers and iPads, are now very popular among musicians. We no longer need to 
spend thousands of dollars to own an instrument which produces quality sound. 
What Is a Virtual Instrument is a fantastic blog post explaining this in more detail written 
by Jabbar Brown from the Musician Training Centre. 
You may have some online instruments or iPad apps which you can show your 
students. Here are some examples: 
Virtual musical instrument websites: iPad apps: 
Virtual Instrument Set  Xylophones HD 
Virtual Keyboard (multiple sound sets) 
Bleat Box (singing sheep - Shaun the Sheep) Percussions 
Play the reindeer noses 

Midi Instruments - Background Informat ion 
Midi instruments have been around since the early 1980s. They work by sending a 
message when a key is pressed, to make a sound, or control a parameter, such as 
changing a soundset, volume or tempo. 
In the same way, we can use the Makey Makey circuit board like a midi controller, to 
send messages to the virtual music instrument created in Scratch. When we close the 
Makey Makey circuit by touching the conductive materials it acts like pressing a key, 
sending the message to the Scratch instrument to play a sound.   
See the websites below for additional information and examples of midi instruments.  
How a MIDI works    What is a MIDI 

Creating Virtual & Midi Instruments in the music classroom  
Coding is becoming a skill that all Primary school students are being taught. There are 
many different coding programs and apps available, some with the ability to code 
sounds and music. 
In Scratch, students can code their own virtual music 
instrument to be played on the click of a mouse, or 
the stroke of a key, imitating these virtual instruments 
they have been using on the interactive whiteboards 
and iPads.	   

But with electronics we can take this one step further. 

In the same way, that MIDI instruments are played, we 
can use the Makey Makey circuit board like a midi 
controller, to send messages to the virtual music 
instrument created in Scratch.  
When we close the Makey Makey circuit by touching 
the conductive materials it acts like pressing a key, 
sending the message to the Scratch instrument to 
play a sound.   

http://www.virtualmusicalinstruments.com/musical-instruments
https://itunes.apple.com/au/app/xylophones-hd/id595611584?mt=8
http://www.bgfl.org/bgfl/custom/resources_ftp/client_ftp/ks2/music/piano/
http://shaunthesheep.com/games/bleat-box
https://itunes.apple.com/au/app/percussions/id321928387?mt=8
http://dingo.care2.com/cards/new/0422/Do-a-rain-deer.swf
http://entertainment.howstuffworks.com/midi2.htm
http://www.instructables.com/id/What-is-MIDI/
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Coding Software 
Scratch Online Coding https://scratch.mit.edu/ 
This is an online flash version of the software that saves your projects online. Students 
have the opportunity to share their projects and view other people’s projects in the 
online community. 
To use the online coding students need to have an account. 
They can each create a personal account using their own email. Alternately, there is no 
limit to the number of accounts attached to one email. Therefore you can have all your 
students use your/class email as their activation email.  
Scratch Offline Editor https://scratch.mit.edu/scratch2download/ 
If you would prefer your students to work offline, especially if your internet is not reliable, 
Scratch Offline Editor is available for Mac OS X, Mac OS 10.5 & Older, Windows, and some 
versions of Linux (32 bit). As a download it is not an identified developer, therefore be 
aware your school’s security settings may not allow you to install it. I had no trouble 
downloading it on my personal PC. However on my Mac I needed to override the security 
settings and then open via Applications in the finder rather than the Launchpad. 

Explaining Scratch 
Scratch is a simple coding software program.  
Coding is the language that webpage/game/app computer programmers use to tell 
(code) an object to do something.  
In Scratch that object is called a Sprite. 
For example you can code a Sprite to move, change looks and play a sound when an 
Event occurs. 
For example:  
When the spacebar is pressed,  

then the Sprite will move 10 steps, 

then it will play the sound pop. 

But how do we do this? 
With Scratch you don’t need to know how to write in code. Scratch uses a simple drag, 
drop and snap method of coding with preset coding blocks. A bit like putting a jigsaw 
puzzle together. 
You can change the values or properties of the preset coding blocks.  

A group of blocks is called a Script. 
To create your Script, always begin with an Events block. Build your Script by dragging 
other blocks e.g. a Motion, Looks, Sound, or Control block, from the Scripts Palette onto 
the Scripts Pane, snapping it underneath the Events block.  
Each block in your Script occurs in the order it is placed.  
e.g. place a Motion, then a Sound, and it will move first then play the sound.
If you want the action to occur at the same time, create multiple scripts for the Sprite.

https://scratch.mit.edu/
https://scratch.mit.edu/scratch2download/
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Scratch has many ways you can source a sound file; from the library, upload from your 
computer or record a sound. It even has an editing pane to ensure your sounds go for the 
length you want it to play for, or to cut out any silence before or after the coding. 
You can code a sprite to play a sound in multiple ways: 

This allows for lots of flexibility in coding virtual music instruments.  
Code a piano, drum kit, guitar, percussion instruments, recorder, you name it, whatever 
sound files you can source, you can create into an instrument. 
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Explaining the Makey Makey 
While Scratch projects can be successfully played on a 
computer, using other classroom technology can be a lot 
of fun.  
The Makey Makey is a circuit board which has been 
programmed, when plugged in via USB connection, to be 
recognised as a keyboard by any computer and can be 
used instead of certain keys on the computer keyboard. 

The Makey Makey works when the circuit is complete (closed), allowing 
the power (electricity) from your computer to flow through the Makey 
Makey and then back to the computer - just like the classic science 
circuit experiment using a battery and a light bulb, where the light bulb 
turns on when the positive and negative wires from a battery connect to 
the lightbulb, completing the circuit.  

To create the Makey Makey circuit, 
connect the USB cable from the 
Makey Makey to the computer. You 
can use the front of the board. Our 
projects use the back of the board. 
Connect alligator clips to the sockets 
on the left, marked for w, a, s, d, f, g, 
and the holes marked for   
◄, ▲, ►, or ▼ (note they are mirrored
when looking at the back).
Then clip them to a conductible object - in this example fruit - then another alligator
clip from the holes in the EARTH section to a paper clip.
The circuit is closed when my student completes the circuit by holding the EARTH
alligator clip and touching the fruit with their other hand at the same time, which now
acts as the arrow keys, space & click. This occurs because as humans we are a
conductible material!
You can also simply complete the circuit by touching just the alligator clips yourself
without the fruit & paper clip ... but that would not be nearly as much fun!
Why attach the paper clip on
the earthed alligator clip? My
students found it easier to hold,
especially bent into the shape of
a ring around their finger. You
can also make a bracelet out of
aluminium foil taped to the wrist
or foot. You can also connect
up to 6 alligator clips to the
EARTH section allowing 1-6
people to play at once!
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Resources required 
Scratch:  
Scratch Online Coding https://scratch.mit.edu/ 
Scratch Offline Editor https://scratch.mit.edu/scratch2download/ 
Scratch software can be used both online with a Sign in account or you can download as 
an offline software program. As a download it is not an identified developer, therefore be 
aware that your school’s system may not allow you to install it. Even on a personal Mac 
you will need to override the security settings and then open via Applications in the finder 
rather than the launchpad. 

Hardware:   
PC/laptop/Mac/Macbook 
Makey Makey Original Invention Kit approximately $60 (optional) 
Where to purchase: Australia - http://www.edtechs.com.au 
I suggest purchasing at least 4-6 Makey Makeys for a class of 25  

(I purchased 6), extra alligator clips and copper tape. 

Other Resources:  
Royalty Free images and sounds 
conductive materials e.g. water, fruit/vegetables, aluminium foil, water, playdough, 
copper wire (old telephone cables can be pulled apart for this), copper tape. 

Resources provided in my Scratch / Scratch & Makey Makey edition publications: 
Lesson plans, student worksheets and tutorials, coding step by step instructions, station set 
ups and task cards, videos, sound and clipart files. 

From ‘Scratch Coding for the Music Classroom’. © 2016 Cheryl Burgemerister. Bushfire Press Pty Ltd. 

Permission to photocopy/reproduce this page for classroom purposes is granted to the original purchaser only. Any unauthorised use of this page is prohibited.

How Does Scratch Work? WorksheetS  T
□ □ completed worksheet
Tutorial 1

S  T
□ □ Add Sprite from Library□ □ Change costume script□ □ Set Instrument script□ □ Play note script□ □ Duplicate Sprite□ □ Edit script blocks to trigger on a different key and play another note

Tutorial 2

S  T
□ □ Add Sprite from Library□ □ Change size script□ □ Add drum sound from Library□ □ Edit length of drum sound (optional)□ □ Add play sound script

Tutorial 3

S  T
□ □ Create Sprite using the Paint tool□ □ Change colour effects script□ □ Record a sound□ □ Edit length of sound□ □ Add play sound script

Tutorial 4

S  T
□ □ Upload tone block image from computer□ □ Add motion script□ □ Duplicate motion script and change key event□ □ Upload low & high tone block sound files from computer□ □ Edit length of sound□ □ Add play sound script□ □ Duplicate play sound script,    change key event & sound played

Electronic Music Instrument PlannerS  T
□ □ Completed

Name:

Scratch Coding for the Music Room: Makey MakeyStudent Booklet

Learning to Code:

Summative Assessment Task:

Reflection Sheet
S  T
□ □ Completed

Teacher Comment:

Teacher Comment:

From ‘Scratch Coding for the Music Classroom’. © 2016 Cheryl Burgemerister. Bushfire Press Pty Ltd. 

Permission to photocopy/reproduce this page for classroom purposes is granted to the original purchaser only. Any unauthorised use of this page is prohibited.
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Scratch Coding for the Music ClassroomHow Does Scratch Work? - Stage & Sprites

Duplicate

Cut

Grow

Shrink

Right click

Sprite information

Sprite Library: choose from here

Paint: create your own

Upload: from your computer

Camera: take a photo

Click and drag to position

A Sprite is an object added to the Stage.It can be a picture, photo, shape or text box.A Sprite can be coded to start and stop an action when an event occurs. 

Add a Sprite here

Name:
Music Activity:

Instrument Design:

You Will Need:

Coding:

Instrument Invention ProjectPlanner

Sprite 
(image)

 Event 
(Key)

Sound   
(note/instrument)

Looks/motion
(how will it change)

Control 
(time)W

A

S

D

F

G

space

◄

▲

►

▼

From ‘Scratch Coding for the Music Room’. © 2016 Cheryl Burgemeister. Bushfire Press Pty Ltd. 
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Scratch Coding for the Music RoomGiga Choir - Code it

Code the 

Giga aliens 

to sing

In the Sprites pane:
• Insert Giga from the Sprite Library.
• Select OK.

In the Scripts palette, drag these blocks from the palette into the 
Script Area, creating two scripts.  Edit them as shown.If your instrument will be used on an interactive whiteboard, use the 
When this sprite clicked event block.

Be creative and 
make the project 

your own. Use other 
images instead.

Online: click Create in top left hand corner.      Offline Editor: open the program and you are ready to go.Delete the Cat sprite by:
• click on the scissors, then on the cat or 
• by right clicking in the Sprites Pane and selecting deleteTIP: Some macbooks require 2 finger tap for right click.

OPTIONAL: If you want the notes to finish quicker, add in a tempo block before 
the play note block. The higher the bpm, the quicker the note finishes.

«««Challenge yourself!

«««
Make it 
better

From ‘Scratch Coding for the Music Classroom’. © 2016 Cheryl Burgemerister. Bushfire Press Pty Ltd. 
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Scratch Coding for the Music ClassroomPiano and Drumkit - Task Card

Scratch Online
1. In a web browser load Piano and Drumkit  https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/81672674/  

MusicRoomTech’s Studio: Scratch Instrument Proejcts.2. DO NOT LOG IN. If you log in and changes are made to the coding it will be prompted to 
be saved as a remix to your account, click OK to leave the page without saving.Scratch Offline Editor 

Save the Piano&Drumkit.sb2 from Scratch Instrument Projects on the USB onto the computer 

and open in the editor. 
Instructions:

1. Click on full screen mode1. Click the       green flag on the Scratch project to make sure it is in play mode.
2. Use these keys on your keyboard to play the sounds live.Xylophone C = A

Xylophone D = S
Xylophone E = D
Xylophone F = F
Xylophone G = G
Snare = ◄
Bass = ▲
Hi Hat = ►

3. If you forget which keys to press click on the
Activity:
With a partner, play Play Mary Had a Little Lamb using the keys on your computer. One person 

plays the piano while the other plays the drum pattern.

?

From ‘Scratch Coding for the Music Classroom’. © 2016 Cheryl Burgemerister. Bushfire Press Pty Ltd. 
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Scratch Coding for the Music ClassroomPiano and Drumkit - Chart

Use these instruments for:
Low - bass or snare
High - hi hat or crash

high

low

high

low
high

low

high

low

Mary Had a Little Lamb

E D C D E E E
D D D

E G G

E D C D E E E
D D E D C

44& Trad. Arr. C Burgemeister

&

œ œ œ œ œ œ ˙ œ œ ˙ œ œ ˙
œ œ œ œ œ œ ˙ œ œ œ œ w

https://scratch.mit.edu/
https://scratch.mit.edu/scratch2download/
http://www.edtechs.com.au
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Signature Ringtones contains 4 iPad projects (each taking 1-2 lessons): 
Pitch Maps - drawing and recording in the Explain Everything app. 
Melodic Rhythms - composing and then recording untuned and tuned percussion instruments in 
the Explain Everything app. 
Ringtones - playing, recording, arranging and producing in the Garage Band app. 
Digital Portfolios - Putting it all together in the Explain Everything app. 

Join author and presenter Cheryl Burgemeister as she steps you through the process of 
recording, collating and sharing evidence for Assessment in a digital form, allowing you to view 
and listen to your student's work in the one document. Access can be provided to teacher, 
student, school and parent as required. 
By the end of this tutorial you will be able to: 

• Work with the apps dropbox/Google Drive, i-nigma, Book Creator and Explain Everything
• Create QR codes
• Create templates for your students to access
• Document a unit of work from start to finish in one app
• Inc. tutorial videos, audio, notes, charts, proformas, outcomes checklists

OVER 90 MIN OF ACCREDITED PD!

Scratch Coding for the Music Room  
Use this 8 - 10 week unit of work to teach your students to code their own virtual music 
instruments using Scratch, an online/offline, computer based, coding program used to teach the 
basics of coding.  

Scratch Coding for the Music Room: Makey Makey edition  
Use this 10 week unit of work to teach your students to code their own virtual music instruments 
in Scratch and turn them into an electronic instrument with the Makey Makey INVENTION kit!  
Scratch is an online/offline, computer based, coding program used to teach the basics of coding. 

Interactive Music Room 
Books 1-3 of the Music Room curriculum from Bushfire Press adapted for use on the interactive 
whiteboard. Includes all audio and media content plus interactive activities. 

http://bushfirepress.com/musicroom/tech/sigrt/index.html
http://bushfirepress.com/musicroom/tech/scratch_mc/index.html
http://bushfirepress.com/musicroom/tech/scratch_makey/index.html
http://bushfirepress.com/musicroom/interactive/index.html
https://itunes.apple.com/au/book/signature-ringtones/id964115755?mt=11

